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Talking about
the ocean
The Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS)
has joined with the communities of the
Saanich Peninsula for Ocean Discovery
Days, by offering a series of free science
talks and demonstrations at its North
Saanich location on June 22 and 23. For
the two days, the public is invited to hear
a host of experts talk about their special
interests—from tsunamis, to sponge
reefs, to underwater observatories, to
climate change.
The two-day event will be a showcase
for the multidisciplinary research centre
on West Saanich Road, which boasts
extensive resources and world-leading
scientists employing cutting-edge
technology in search of a better
understanding of the ocean.
On Monday at 10am, William
Crawford presents a talk on the effects of
the Pacific Ocean on BC’s marine
resources. He is followed at 11am by
Sophie Johannessen speaking on
climate change in the Strait of Georgia.
At noon, Richard Dewey explains the
VENUS
Underwater
Ocean
Observatory. At 1pm, Svein Vagle talks
about how Canada’s Arctic is changing
due to climate change. His presentation
is followed by Michael Riedel speaking
about gas hydrates, a potential source of
energy in the deep marine sediments.
On Tuesday, Denis D’Amours kicks
off the day with his talk on hydrography
as the basis for all marine activities. This
is followed by a presentation on
tsunamis, complete with practical
preparation tips at 10am. At 11am
Audrey Dallimore presents Wild
Storms, Rising Seas and Earthquakes:
Global Change in the Pacific. At noon,
Rob Hare offers a talk on seabed and
water column mapping. His talk is
followed at 1pm with Kim Conway’s
Sponge Reefs on the BC Continental
Shelf: A Seafloor Jurassic Park. Fianlly
at 2pm, the day finishes with Vaughn
Barrie talking about mapping the
Canadian seafloor.
In addition to these presentations,
there will be two demonstrations offered
every two hours throughout the two
days. The first is a 30-minute
exploration with Craig Lessels of how
sea floor information is gathered,
complete with actual equipment. The
second is a talk and tour about how
charts are made, with Dave Jackson.
There will also be information
booths on the Marine Protected Areas of
the west coast, on Project VENUS, the
underwater laboratory, and on chartmaking and sea floor mapping tools. In
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Environmental planning student Nadia Nowak (right) is going on a cycle journey to Ottawa this summer with
her sister Martina to raise awareness and gather comments about the climate crisis from youngsters they
meet. They will present their findings to the federal government as it gets ready to participate in the United
Nations Climate Conference in Copenhagen this December. See also letter to editor and ‘What’s On?’,
pages 4 and 5.

Salt Spring
microhydro study
released
Ever wondered how much power could be generated
from the hundreds of small seasonal creeks that rush
down Salt Spring Island’s hillsides each winter? A new
study just released by the Earth Festival Society, as part
of the implementation of the Salt Spring Island
Community Energy Strategy, attempts to answer that
question.
Ten Salt Spring property owners interested in
installing microhydro systems volunteered for
preliminary site assessments. The project team also
reviewed other known potential sites, existing rainfall
and surface water data and mapping, environmental
and regulatory implications, and the economic viability
of installations.
The availability of net metering in BC provides the
opportunity for communities to meet part of their
power supply through micro-scale distributed
generation. On Salt Spring, the majority of homes use
at least some electricity for space heating. Electricity
consumption is much greater during the winter
months, making microhydro a good match.
Although the lack of measured data made it difficult
to draw any hard conclusions regarding the total
microhydro potential, the study concluded that there
may be over 70 sites suitable for net metering,
conservatively capable of producing enough electricity
to supply about 47 average Salt Spring homes. The
total number of developable sites is likely under 300.
Regulatory requirements are greater for
microhydro than for other renewable energy systems
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is available at these

Shirley community meeting gives thumbs down
to huge wilderness development ~ Maurita Prato
On Thursday, May 28, about 50 Shirley
residents and concerned citizens filled the
Shirley Hall to ask questions and comment on
two controversial development applications
proposed for the area. Ender Ilkay of Marine
Holdings Ltd has applied to the CRD to
construct an RV park, resort lodge and multiple
cabin development adjacent to the world
renowned Juan de Fuca Marine Trail.
The meeting was the third of four Advisory
Planning Commission meetings held in
communities in the Juan de Fuca Electoral Area.

The proposed developments would
accommodate 1,200 people at full capacity
giving them easy access to the Juan de Fuca
trail. In comparison, the West Coast trail sees
about 5,000 visitors per year. The proposed
developments could bring a fifth of this number
to the Juan de Fuca trail on a single day. Twelve
hundred people is also more than the combined
population of the surrounding communities of
Shirley, Jordan River and Port Renfrew.
At the Shirley Hall there were few voices that
DEVELOPMENT, please turn to page 9

Commentary by Patrick Brown

Crossing the Fraser—the unstoppable
Port Mann monster
The new Port Mann bridge was intended to be
a public-private partnership, a ‘P3’—one of
those magic deals where the private sector is
supposed to assume the risk while the public
gets the benefits.
However, now it seems the provincial
taxpayer is stuck with all the costs and most of
the risks for a bridge which is much bigger and
more expensive than originally planned. This
incredible switcharound has happened because
the government has made piecemeal fix-it
decisions in response to a series of dynamic
changes, without once raising its eyes from the
drawing board.
One of the characteristics of all P3s is that
the private partner has all the information and

SERIOUS COFFEE

the public has very little (because it’s
‘commercially confidential’). Naturally that ofttouted government transparency goes out of
the window. So there’s a lot of the story we are
not privy to. But much can be pieced together if
you know which rock to look under.

Transportation Nightmare
The Lower Mainland’s configuration as a port
city on the estuary of a very big river, which
funnels out from between mountains, has led to
a transportation nightmare. To beat city
housing prices, suburban homes have
proliferated further and further up the Fraser’s
huge delta, destroying farmland, creating urban
BRIDGE, please turn to page 10

locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!

Campbell River—Island Highway near Larwood Rd

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza
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AT POINT ATKINSON

JUNE/JULY
Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

11.5
14.4
0.3
15.7

3.5
4.4
0.1
4.8

16
TU

0625
1205
1649
2336

7.2
10.2
8.5
14.1

2.2
3.
2.6
4.3

24
WE

0021
0455
1224
1958

17
WE

0706
1347
1756

5.9
11.2
9.8

1.8
3.4
3.0

25
TH

0120
0556
1310
2036

10.8
13.8
1.0
15.7

3.3
4.2
0.3
4.8

18
TH

0008
0747
1507
1912
0044
0830
1609
2027

14.1
4.6
12.1
10.8
14.1
3.3
13.5
11.5

4.3
1.4
3.7
3.3
4.3
1.0
4.1
3.5

26
FR

0223
0659
1353
2113
0328
0811
1441
2149

10.2
12.8
2.3
15.7
8.9
11.8
3.9
15.7

3.1
3.9
0.7
4.8
2.7
3.6
1.2
4.8

20
SA

0124
0915
1702
2132

14.4
2.0
14.1
12.1

4.4
0.6
4.3
3.7

28
SU

0431
0936
1528
2224

7.5
11.2
5.9
15.4

2.3
3.4
1.8
4.7

21
SU

0210
1002
1750
2230
0301
1050
1835
2325
0357
1137
1917

14.4
1.0
14.8
12.1
14.8
0.3
15.4
12.1
14.8
0.0
15.7

4.4
0.3
4.5
3.7
4.5
0.1
4.7
3.7
4.5
0.0
4.8

29
MO

0530
1118
1622
2259
0623
1307
1728
2334

6.2
10.8
7.2
14.4
5.2
11.5
9.8
14.4

2.5
3.1
2.2
4.4
1.6
3.5
3.0
4.6

0713
1443
1851

4.3
12.5
10.8

1.3
3.8
3.3

19
FR

22
MO
23
TU

27
SA

30
TU
1

WE

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Tide Table Courtesy of

the extra room
you wish you had
outerspacebuildings.com

AT FULFORD HARBOUR

JUNE/JULY

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

16
TU

0608
1141
1550
2306

5.2
6.9
6.2
10.5

1.6
2.1
1.9
3.2

24
WE

0340
1136
1955

10.8
-0.3
11.5

3.3
-0.1
3.5

17
WE

0640
1353
1648
2327

4.3
7.5
7.2
10.2

1.3
2.3
2.2
3.1

25
TH

0049
0441
1223
2029

9.2
10.2
0.3
11.5

2.8
3.1
0.1
3.5

18
TH

0714
1528
1801
2350

3.0
8.5
8.2
10.5

0.9
2.6
2.5
3.2

26
FR

0201
0549
1308
2102

8.2
9.2
1.3
11.5

2.5
2.8
0.4
3.5

19
FR

0750
1628
1916

2.0
9.5
9.2

0.6
2.9
2.8

27
SA

0310
0709
1353
2132

7.2
8.2
2.6
11.5

2.2
2.5
0.8
3.5

20
SA

0019
0831
1716
2026

10.5
1.0
10.2
9.8

3.2
0.3
3.1
3.0

28
SU

0414
0852
1437
2201

5.9
7.5
4.3
11.2

1.8
2.3
1.3
3.4

21
SU

0058
0914
1759
2132

10.8
0.0
10.8
10.2

3.3
0.0
3.3
3.1

29
MI

0511
1057
1524
2228

4.6
7.2
5.9
10.8

1.4
2.2
1.8
3.3

22
MO

0146
1000
1840
2235

10.8
-0.3
11.2
9.8

3.3
-0.1
3.4
3.0

30
TU

0601
1311
1621
2254

3.6
7.9
7.2
10.5

1.1
2.4
2.2
3.2

23
TU

0241
1048
1918
2340

10.8
-0.7
11.2
9.8

3.3
-0.2
3.4
3.0

1

0646
1500
1740
2319

3.0
8.9
8.5
10.2

0.9
2.7
2.6
3.1

WE

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
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You’re Brilliant & The Earth Is Hiring ~ Paul Hawken
The Commencement Address to the Class of 2009, University of Portland, May 3, 2009
hen I was invited to give this speech, I was asked if I Clarkson, Josiah Wedgwood — and their goal was ridiculous on
could give a simple short talk that was ‘direct, naked, the face of it: at that time three out of four people in the world
taut, honest, passionate, lean, shivering, startling, and were enslaved. Enslaving each other was what human beings
had done for ages. And the abolitionist movement was greeted
graceful.’ No pressure there.
Let’s begin with the startling part. Class of 2009: you are with incredulity. Conservative spokesmen ridiculed the
going to have to figure out what it means to be a human being on abolitionists as liberals, progressives, do-gooders, meddlers, and
earth at a time when every living system is declining, and the rate activists. They were told they would ruin the economy and drive
of decline is accelerating. Kind of a mind-boggling situation... but England into poverty. But for the first time in history a group of
not one peer-reviewed paper published in the last thirty years people organized themselves to help people they would never
can refute that statement. Basically, civilization needs a new know, from whom they would never receive direct or indirect
operating system, you are the programmers, and we need it benefit. And today tens of millions of people do this every day. It
is called the world of non-profits, civil society, schools, social
within a few decades.
This planet came with a set of instructions, but we seem to entrepreneurship, non-governmental organizations, and
have misplaced them. Important rules like don’t poison the companies who place social and environmental justice at the top
water, soil, or air, don’t let the earth get overcrowded, and don’t of their strategic goals. The scope and scale of this effort is
touch the thermostat have been broken. Buckminster Fuller said unparalleled in history.
The living world is not ‘out there ‘ somewhere, but in your
that spaceship earth was so ingeniously designed that no one has
a clue that we are on one, flying through the universe at a million heart. What do we know about life? In the words of biologist
miles per hour, with no need for seatbelts, lots of room in coach, Janine Benyus, life creates the conditions that are conducive to
life. I can think of no better motto for a future economy. We have
and really good food—but all that is changing.
There is invisible writing on the back of the diploma you will tens of thousands of abandoned homes without people and tens
receive, and in case you didn’t bring lemon juice to decode it, I of thousands of abandoned people without homes. We have
can tell you what it says: ‘You are Brilliant,’ and ‘The Earth is failed bankers advising failed regulators on how to save failed
Hiring.’ The earth couldn’t afford to send recruiters or limos to assets. We are the only species on the planet without full
your school. It sent you rain, sunsets, ripe cherries, night employment. Brilliant. We have an economy that tells us that it
blooming jasmine, and that unbelievably cute person you are is cheaper to destroy earth in real time rather than renew,
dating. Take the hint. And here’s the deal: Forget that this task of restore, and sustain it. You can print money to bail out a bank but
planet-saving is not possible in the time required. Don’t be put you can’t print life to bail out a planet. At present we are stealing
off by people who know what is not possible. Do what needs to the future, selling it in the present, and calling it gross domestic
be done, and check to see if it was impossible only after you are product. We can just as easily have an economy that is based on
healing the future instead of stealing it. We can either create
done.
When asked if I am pessimistic or optimistic about the future, assets for the future or take the assets of the future. One is called
my answer is always the same: If you look at the science about what restoration and the other exploitation. And whenever we exploit
is happening on earth and aren’t pessimistic, you don’t understand the earth we exploit people and cause untold suffering. Working
the data. But if you meet the people who are working to restore this for the earth is not a way to get rich, it is a way to be rich.
The first living cell came into being nearly 40 million
earth and the lives of the poor, and you aren’t optimistic, you
haven’t got a pulse. What I see everywhere in the world are centuries ago, and its direct descendants are in all of our
ordinary people willing to confront despair, power, and bloodstreams. Literally you are breathing molecules this very
incalculable odds in order to restore some semblance of grace, second that were inhaled by Moses, Mother Teresa, and Bono.
justice, and beauty to this world. The poet Adrienne Rich wrote, We are vastly interconnected. Our fates are inseparable. We are
‘So much has been destroyed I have cast my lot with those who, age here because the dream of every cell is to become two cells. And
after age, perversely, with no extraordinary power, reconstitute the dreams come true. In each of you are one quadrillion cells, 90%
world. ‘ There could be no better description. Humanity is of which are not human cells. Your body is a community, and
coalescing. It is reconstituting the world, and the action is taking without those other microorganisms you would perish in hours.
place in schoolrooms, farms, jungles, villages, campuses, Each human cell has 400 billion molecules conducting millions
of processes between trillions of atoms. The total cellular activity
companies, refuge camps, deserts, fisheries, and slums.
You join a multitude of caring people. No one knows how in one human body is staggering: one septillion actions at any
many groups and organizations are working on the most salient one moment, a one with twenty-four zeros after it. In a
issues of our day: climate change, poverty, deforestation, peace, millisecond, our body has undergone ten times more processes
water, hunger, conservation, human rights, and more. This is the than there are stars in the universe, which is exactly what Charles
largest movement the world has ever seen. Rather than control, Darwin foretold when he said science would discover that each
it seeks connection. Rather than dominance, it strives to disperse living creature was a ‘little universe, formed of a host of selfconcentrations of power. Like Mercy Corps, it works behind the propagating organisms, inconceivably minute and as numerous
scenes and gets the job done. Large as it is, no one knows the true as the stars of heaven. ‘
So I have two questions for you all: First, can you feel your
size of this movement. It provides hope, support, and meaning to
billions of people in the world. Its clout resides in idea, not in body? Stop for a moment. Feel your body. One septillion activities
force. It is made up of teachers, children, peasants,
EARTH IS HIRING, please turn to page 8
businesspeople, rappers, organic farmers, nuns, artists,
government workers, fisherfolk, engineers, students, incorrigible MICROHYDRO from page 1
writers, weeping Muslims, concerned mothers, poets, doctors such as solar energy. A water licence must be acquired from the
without borders, grieving Christians, street musicians, the Water Stewardship Division of the Ministry of Environment,
President of the United States of America, and as the writer even if the stream runs through private land. In addition, a water
David James Duncan would say, the Creator, the One who loves rental fee of $100 is charged every year, regardless of the amount
of output, rendering very small systems uneconomic. Where
us all in such a huge way.
There is a rabbinical teaching that says if the world is ending ecologically protected areas are involved, the regulatory
and the Messiah arrives, first plant a tree, and then see if the requirements may be onerous and may render the development
story is true. Inspiration is not garnered from the litanies of what of otherwise good sites unfeasible.
The study found that microhydro was likely insufficient to
may befall us; it resides in humanity’s willingness to restore,
redress, reform, rebuild, recover, reimagine, and reconsider. meet the entire annual Salt Spring Energy Strategy target of
‘One day you finally knew what you had to do, and began, though 5,400 MWh for locally generated renewable energy, but it could
the voices around you kept shouting their bad advice, ‘ is Mary generate anywhere from 15% to 60%. Other renewable
Oliver’s description of moving away from the profane toward a technologies such as solar photovoltaics could provide the
balance.
deep sense of connectedness to the living world.
Microhydro is generally considered the most cost-effective
Millions of people are working on behalf of strangers, even if
renewable
energy technology. The study looked at three systems
the evening news is usually about the death of strangers. This
kindness of strangers has religious, even mythic origins, and very of different sizes and concluded that 3,500 Watt and 10 kilowatt
specific eighteenth-century roots. Abolitionists were the first systems were cost-effective, yielding net benefits of about $300
people to create a national and global movement to defend the and $14,000 respectively over 20 years, over and above costs.
If you have a good seasonal creek on your property and your
rights of those they did not know. Until that time, no group had
filed a grievance except on behalf of itself. The founders of this home is already energy-efficient, your best green investment
movement were largely unknown—Granville Clark, Thomas could well be a microhydro installation, says, the Earth Festival
Society, which can provide more information and which
encourages Salt Spring property owners to monitor flows in their
seasonal creeks and install microhydro systems wherever viable.
The Microhydro Feasibility Study for Salt Spring Island was
undertaken by the Earth Festival Society for CRD and Islands
Trust, funded by a Ministry of Community Services
Call Us Toll Free For Quotes On
Infrastructure Planning Grant and a CRD Director’s Grant in
• Homeowners
• Farm
Aid. The report is available at www.saltspringenergystrategy.org
• Commercial
• Bed & Breakfasts
and at Salt Spring’s public library. It will also be available on the
CRD and Island Trust websites. 0
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Review by Patrick Brown & Christa Grace-Warrick

A Mystery, A Plot—Hopefully An Ending

‘T

he Legislature Raids’ blog will convince any skeptic of
the value of ‘citizen journalism—the great new shot in
the arm to news media. It is unusual to review a blog but
this one is outstanding—it tells a great story, and a great BC
mystery.
Presided over by a wise woman who goes under the nom de
plume of BC Mary, ‘The Legislature Raids’ records all that has
been written about the last three-and-a-half years of courtroom
activities stemming from RCMP raids on the BC Legislative
Buildings on December 28, 2005, including subsequent charges
laid against Dave Basi, Bob Virk, and Aneal Basi.
The case was originally scheduled to go to trial on June 5,
2006. The pre-trial maneuvers that have delayed the case tell a
tale of political and judicial perversion and obfuscation probably
unmatched in the province’s history. So far, the trial has been
delayed through two complete provincial elections. And this is
significant given the nature of the case.
A trial date still has not been set, although current scuttlebutt
around the BC Supreme Court is that the lawyers involved are
clearing their schedules for September of this year through
January 2010.
Unless you have been reading BC Mary’s blog regularly, you
will be excused for knowing very little about what has been going
on. That’s because the daily newspapers have reported on the
case rather sporadically, either because they didn’t think it was
very important any more, or because they figured that after all
this time, you (dear reader) would have got tired of it; or maybe
because you couldn’t understand. Anyway, most of the time, they
haven’t sent anyone to cover the court proceedings.
‘The Legislature Raids’, on the other hand, documents more
than a hundred pre-trial days of Court time spent wrangling over
what the trial should be like—who’s in, who’s out, and what
anyone can or cannot say. (That rumbling noise you hear is Perry
Mason revolving in his grave, wheelchair and all.)

So What’s the Plot?
So what could possible be so convoluted and need so much court
rigamarole? That, it is hoped, is what the long-delayed trial will
reveal—should it ever get past the tireless activities of the
government-appointed Special Prosecutor.
For the last several months, the prosecution, now under
pressure, has been trying to get permission from the court to
introduce a secret witness in the trial, while withholding his
identity. So far, the Courts have not given their permission, but
the Special Prosecutor has appealed this procedural matter to
the Supreme Court of Canada, which is not at this point expected
to rule on this until October. More delay.
Back to that plot; it all seems to have something to do with the
sale of BC Rail to CN Rail, very early in the Gordon Campbell era.
And it seems that Basi, Virk, and Basi have been charged with
some sort of corruption in connection with the bidding process
for BC Rail; some of the other bidders claimed that the bidding
process unfairly favoured CN.
Basi, Virk, and Basi’s defense seems to be that they were only
doing the bidding of their political masters: Judith Reid, who

was Minister of Transportation at the time, and who has since
retired from politics; Gary Collins, who was Minister of Finance
at the time, and who has since retired from politics; and Gordon
Campbell, who was Premier at the time, and still is.
However, at the time of the RCMP raid, the RCMP were quick
to assure the public that there would be no charges against any
elected officials.

Curiouser and Curiouser
The case becomes curiouser and curiouser. A Pandora’s box of
paperwork, touching on many topics of our times, not surprising,
since the raid took place in the Legislature.
Most of the endless days in court tha are recorded on the blog
have been about disclosure: the defense lawyers seek documents
that would reveal what exactly went on, and the prosecution’s
attempts to block their access to any such documentation, using
excuses such as solicitor-client privilege, legislative privilege, and
cabinet confidential. In the Legislative Assembly, the
government has refused to answer any questions with the excuse
that the case is ‘before the courts’.
More and more evidence is appearing on the record—some
300,000 pages in total so far. Including 8,000 pages retreived by
the Nanaimo NDP-MLA Leonard Krog through an application to
the Supreme Court. (These documents are now available to the
public in the file registry of the Vancouver Law Courts.)
However ‘The Legislature Raids’ is definitely easier reading
than this blizzard of documents.

The New Media
Given corporate conglomerate ownership, its need to cut corners
to maximize return to executives and shareholders, and because
the easy-pickings days of newspaper revenues are over, the
mainstream media is out of its depth in covering a topic of such
magnitude, not to say massive bulk.
Only skilled and dedicated citizens, journalist and layperson,
like those who feature on ‘The Legislature Raids’ are the ones
with the fortitude to carry out the task. The blog has
contributions by people who are not only unpaid, but who have
given their time to attend the court sessions, write them up, and
to use their expertise to interpret what is going on (in particular,
Robin Mathews). You will find reports and columns by
professional journalists (particularly Bill Tieleman), a number of
useful links, and copies of the occasional newspaper items from
The Vancouver Sun, The Province, The Globe & Mail, Victoria’s
Times-Colonist and links to Island Tides articles (scroll through
‘BC Politics’ in our online subject archive to view them).

No Ending In Sight
‘The Legislature Raids’ is a story without an ending, yet. The final
page is a secret kept even from the blog’s author. However
reading the blog regularly is a great way to keep up with the next
episode. You will be appalled—and delighted and thankful that,
in the cause of justice, such blogs exist.
Visit ‘The Legislature Raids at (http://bctrialofbasivirk.blogspot.com/). 0
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The100-Mile Garlic Quest

Growing up with an Anglo Saxon mother in the sixties meant
dishes prepared with a smidgeon of powdered garlic. Even the
Slavic side of the family could not change her habit though she
did cook Ukrainian cabbage rolls, perrogies and borscht for my
father. The only exception was when it came to making Polish
dill pickles—then it was fresh garlic!
You might wonder why garlic was ever ground into a
powder—fresh garlic’s right there in the grocery store. Well, take
a second look and you will find that essential culinary bulb comes
from off the continent from February to June! The global food
machine ships garlic from Argentina and China. As a confirmed
local-shopping garlic lover, how you can extend the local season?
Here’s how. In fall, bulbs from the summer harvest are split
into cloves and the largest cloves are planted for the next season’s
harvest. To achieve the ‘100-mile garlic diet’ plant some of the
smaller cloves as well. Plant those little bulbs in a separate row so
you know who they are in the spring! These will grow into garlic
greens—like green onions—which can be harvested from March
to May. (Barry at Den Cor Farm on Pender Island has been
experimenting this year with providing garlic greens for
Victoria’s pocket markets and they have been very well received.)
There’s two more local months.
Now, the best way to store garlic is to hang it in those
gorgeous braids. Garlic comes in two main groups: hard neck
and soft neck. It is easiest to braid garlic using soft neck varieties.
Hard neck varieties do better in cooler climates but need a bit
more care in planting (cloves pointy end up) and those flower
stalks which start shooting up in June need to be cut back so the
energy can go in to making a bigger bulb.
There’s another 100-mile garlic diet advantage here too! These
flower stalk delicacies are called garlic scapes and appearing at
local markets soon after the garlic greens are finished.
Both garlic greens and garlic scapes are filled with that
pungent garlic flavor. They are milder than a fully cured whole
clove but after a hard cold winter and a few weeks without any
local garlic they are exactly what we need! Dice them in salad
dressings and sauté them into sauces.
By late June or early July, the first of the fresh garlic bulbs will
be back on the scene. Fresh (uncured) garlic should be stored in
a cool spot and used up quickly as it is perishable.
Most garlic is cured by hanging up to dry in a shady wellventilated spot for a week or more. If you are a gardener be
patient, curing develops the garlic’s flavor too.
Once cured, garlic is best stored in a cool, dry place and,
under optimum conditions, can keep for 6-8 months. That takes
you through to January or even February with your 100-milegarlic.
Susan Tychie is a founding member of FoodRoots, a Victoria coop which organizes the distribution of local foods. FoodRoots also
give food preservation workshops. Visit the website
www.foodroots.ca, email info@foodroots.ca or contact Susan:
250-595-6742, susantych@telus.net. 0
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BC paddler attempts
world kayak record
In mid-June, BC sea kayak instructor, Nick Castro, left Port
Hardy in his kayak in a race against time. Now a race is not what
we usually associate with kayaking; rather we think of those
magical trips communing with nature at its pace.
However Nick wants to break the record for the world’s
fastest circumnavigation of Vancouver Island. As well as raise
money for regional marine conservation charity Georgia Strait
Alliance (GSA).
He says he also wants to highlight ocean kayaking as a healthy
and environmentally sustainable activity. ‘Kayaking is so
fabulous in this part of the world because groups like GSA have
worked hard to look after our waters,’ says Castro, who owns and
operates Active Sea Kayaking in Victoria.
GSA’s first major organizational activity was a Save the Strait
marathon across the 29-km-wide Strait of Georgia—the event
(sometimes known as the Nanaimo Bathtub Race) was repeated
annually until 1995. Hundreds of people swam, paddled, rowed,
wind-surfed or otherwise crossed the strait under human-power,
to raise funds and public awareness of the environmental
problems facing the region.
Nick Castro’s expedition will revive that spirit, says GSA, and
in doing so he hopes to raise over $3,000 for the NGO.
The current Vancouver Island circumnavigation record was
set in September last year by American paddler Sean Morley, but
Castro plans to bring the record back to BC. He hopes to
complete the trip in less than 17 days and 4 hours, which will
require him to paddle over 80 kilometres daily. ‘The weather is
crucial and will make or break this attempt,’ he says.
To make the trip as interactive and personal as possible, Nick
will be using SPOT (satellite technology) to update his daily
position on Google Maps. Viewers will be able to see weather
updates, daily location updates, as well as updates from Nick
himself when possible on www.activeseakayaking.ca.
Established in 1990, Georgia Strait Alliance’s mandate is to
protect and restore the marine environment, and promote the
sustainability of the Strait of Georgia, its adjoining waters and
communities. For more information on Nick’s record attempt
and GSA, visit www.georgiastrait.org. 0
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Dear Editor:
Over fair trade coffee, local beer, and vegetarian omelettes;
climate activists discuss the best way to educate, inspire, engage
and support individuals in taking action on climate change. We
are constantly trying to find more efficient and higher impact
methods.
Even as we do this Arctic ice continues to melt, sea levels
continue to rise; extreme weather events continue to occur, and
lethal carbon dioxide continues to be pumped into our
atmosphere. Time is quickly running out; solving the climate
crisis is the challenge that will define us.
This summer, I am going to give compassionate climate
action a try and see what kind of results it will garner. Humans
are a compassionate and affectionate species, we don’t like to see
others suffer; we love the children in our lives; and we find joy in
loving others. I challenge us to extend our compassion to those
that are suffering, and will suffer from climate change, to the
children of the world, to future generations and to love for all life
on earth. It is in our hearts that we will find the solutions to the
climate crisis.
During student summer holdays, my sister Martina and I will
be cycling to Ottawa; we will raise awareness about the climate
crisis, gather the voices of Canada’s children and youth and bring
their wishes to our federal government as they enter into the
United Nations Climate Conference in Copenhagen this
December.
We are leaving on July 3 but, if you are on Pender, you can be
a part of our journey. On June 28, we have organized a a
community ride there (see ‘What’s On?’ page 5 for details). By
participating, not only will you be a part of our journey; you will
also be promoting and encouraging the use of bicycles on the
Island and demonstrating your support for sustainable
transportation. Phone or email me: 250-886-9669,
northern@campusclimatenetwork.org .
Nadia Nowak, Prince George and Pender Island

BC Action Plan
Dear Editor:
I have been reading an article by Dahr Jumail, just posted on
Pacific Free Press. ‘Cultivated Colonialism’ which outlines how,
by removing a country’s culture and identity, by removing the
things it loved, colonialism is established.
What has BC done? By narrowly voting in a party whose main
purpose is to boost the ‘economy’ via corporate takeovers, we
are: losing our crown corporations; our ability to preserve
municipal’ bylaws that protect rivers, the ALR, the ability to
prevent urban sprawl; our pride in everyone having a decent
place to call home and to eat local foods; our pride in ourselves,
our music, art, town hall meetings, small business supporting
locals; and we are losing our love of BC
forests/ocean/rivers/fishing/camping for free and our pride of
place.
Instead, we have the 2010 huge increase of military/police
presence in BC; the autocratic push of pipelines across BC;
development on ALR lands; the constant ‘appointments’ of
insiders onto boards which should be responsible to the public;
a ‘bought’ press; police-forces investigating themselves; public
monies going to private schools; public schools being strapped
for money; grants going into infrastructure which undermines
public good; FOI documents almost fully blacked out (redacted);
and fear being spread so well that even local opinions contrary to
‘economic’ mantras are considered almost an illegal activity.
The federal party is doing the same thing—parading the
strength of military power, naysaying anyone who cares about
the environment and the need for increased inspectors in
food/health/environment; and the continual eroding of monies
to be spent on that which people need, yet increasing grants
towards infrastructure which only helps the corporations/big
business plans.
So, how do the over 50% of the people, who did not vote for
this Liberal BC government, go about pushing back the things we
do not like and did not ask for?
If we are a ‘defeated people,’ then we do nothing.
If we still bristle at the projects underway, such as pipelines,
then perhaps it is time we asked ourselves some basic questions.
Who are we? Why are we here in BC? What makes life worth
living? How healthy is our home?
And then, support every darned cultural event which is
home-grown, not a ‘brand name.’ Spend money on only that
which benefits our ideas of truth to self and land. Demand that
all other political parties, NGOs, and local caretakers join
together and recognize the thread which joins us all;
acknowledge the things we cherish and then put combined
energy, money, and effort towards a joint council which then

promotes our common identity/culture/love of life, here on this
land.
Send troubadours all across the province to perform, sing,
laugh and joke. Take authentic artwork which raises the spirit,
pokes at banalities of the corporate brands, and encourage
everyone to contribute. Get the whole blooming province of
people to pick their favourite piece of this land and promote it—
show how to protect it—bury hatchets and rally around our love
of things here. If people want to express ‘not wanted’ opinions
about the 2010 games, put the ‘official signs and flags in their
windows, but hang them upside down—a test for freedom of
speech.
Meanwhile, our sleuths and activists can dig around and find
the evidence which is hidden which will reveal yet more BC Rail'
underground illegalities lurking beneath our noses and which
will, when brought out into the public, bring more evidence of
absolute wrongdoings and maybe, over the course of the next
couple of years, either bring on another election or, better yet,
demand that certain government people step down.
Sharon Lawrence, Saanichton

Sowing Seeds for a Community Farm

Dear Editor:
A new society is born on Pender Island, one that is dedicated to
the creation of a multi-functional farm shared by our
community. The Farmland Project is being created by a growing
collective of people with a shared vision. On April 15, the
Farmland Project got together at the Community Hall and
shared their ideas with Pender’s organizations and residents.
Then, with a mountain of details to consider—like fund-raising,
land acquisition, and charity status enrolment—the group went
back to the drawing board and met again in May.
Now there are more people on board, letters of support, great
feedback, and a very generous grant of $1,000, from Farm
Folk/City Folk’s Feast of Fields, toward three community
dialogue sessions slated for this fall. The Dialogue Sessions will
begin with a Visioning Day, followed by two more sessions for
those who want to get involved with financial and operational
planning. In the meantime, The Farmland Project will be busy
setting up its board of directors, approaching potential donors,
liaising with other groups interested in partnering with the
project, and planning all the details of the Community Dialogue
Sessions.
So what exactly is a community farm? A community farm is
an agricultural (and possibly residential) area that is held in trust
for the use of a community rather than private ownership. It can
be run as a cooperative or as a community group. The main idea
of a community farm is to provide a sustainable source for
healthy, local produce. Operated effectively, a community farm
can stimulate a community’s economy, unite people from all
walks of life, involve multiple community groups, provide
education for people young and old, lessen the need to travel
‘overseas’ for food, and reduce our impact on the natural world.
Why do we need a community farm? From the point of view
of the planet: the average North American meal travels 2,400
kilometres in its journey from the field to our dinner table, and
includes ingredients from six countries. A meal made from
supermarket produce uses up to 17 times more petroleum in its
production than the same meal made from local produce.
With affordable, long-term leases, a community farm also
give those dedicated to small-scale farming the ability to do so. It
ensures food security by protecting farmland for long-term,
sustainable food production.
There are more than 20 community farms in BC. It’s their
success and lessons that Pender’s Farmland Project will continue
to learn from. Spend a little time online with Farm Folk/City
Folk (farmfolkcityfolk.ca), Haliburton Community Organic
Farm
(haliburtonfarm.org),
Yarrow
Eco
Village
(yarrowecovillage.ca), or Our Eco Village (ourecovillage.ca) to
learn more.
To get involved with the Farmland Project on Pender, email
Matilda te Hennepe at matildath@hotmail.com.
Ethan Smith, Pender Island

Gary Lunn’s Airport Interchange
The following was sent to The Honourable John Baird, federal
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities.
Dear Minister Baird:
I have watched you on CPAC since January, promoting the idea
of ‘ready to go’ or ‘shovels in the ground’ infrastructure work to
stimulate the economy and put people to work. I watch as, time
and again, you answer questions by many opposition members
by saying (in essence) ‘support us, don’t question or oppose us.’
My concept of what you are planning is an instant band aid of
putting people to work on temporary jobs just to say the jobs
have been created in the short term.
LETTERS, please turn to next page
"From the first Blue Sky
Architecture have been
regionalists in the best
sense of the term. They
have been deeply involved
with the ecology and
topography of southern
British Columbia and its
wonderful interweave of sea,
forest, and rock ."

HELLIWELL + SMITH
BLUE SKY ARCHITECTURE

4090 Bayridge Ave West Vancouver BC V7V 3K1
t 01 604 921 8646 f 01 604 921 0755
bsa@blueskyarchitecture.com
www.blueskyarchitecture.com

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)
Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Now thru July 15

Thurs thru Sun, June 18 to 21

Permaculture Design Certification Course Registration
—three week intensive course (Aug 31- Sept
20); 145 hours of lecture/discussion and
hands-on
experiential
learning
in
Permaculture, methods of organic
agriculture, sustainable energy systems,
eco-forestry, herbology and self-sustaining
systems for land stewardship and urban
living • The Blue Raven Farm • Fee: $2150 ($2000 Non-res) • Info:
theblueraven@shaw.ca, 250-537-0866 • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Salt Spring Island Jazz Festival—JUNE 18: Uncle Wiggly's
Hot Shoes Blues Band, Moby's
Pub 8pm; JUNE 19: Jazz Jam,
Café El Zocalo 7 pm; Jazz Trio,
ArtSpring for Opening of
Masterpiece Art Weekend 9pm;
JUNE 20: Swing Shift Big Band,
Centennial Park 11am; June
Katz, Salt Spring Winery 3pm,
Two Much Guitar: Oliver Gannon & Bill Coon, ArtSpring 8pm;
JUNE 21: Jose Sanchez Latin band, Treehouse Café 7pm • Tickets:
some shows pass the hat’ ArtSpring 250-537-2101 • Info:
www.saltspringjazzfest.org • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Now thru July 23
Advance tickets sales deadline for 25th Annual Islands
Folk Festival—(Event July 24, 25, 26 at
Providence Farm Duncan); Art Napoleon,
Fred J. Eaglesmith, Jesse Winchester, The
Paperboys, Rick Scott, Todd Butler and
more; Advance Weekend Passes: Adults
$75, Teens $65 • Tickets: charge by phone
at Cowichan Folk Guild 250-748-3975
or buy at Acoustic Planet Music, #2-150
Fulford-Ganges Rd • Info: www.folkfest.bc.ca • IN DUNCAN

Saturdays till Thanksgiving
Pender Islands Farmers’ Market—you never know what
you’ll find or who you’ll meet—fresh, local produce; baked goods
and cheeses; local art and artisan works; ‘grow your own’
workshops 10:30am • Community Hall • Every Saturday 9:30am1pm • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, June 20
The Matinée Concert—Vancouver-based band brings their
unique blend of rootsy rock music with
special guest Katie Rox • Community
Hall • 8pm • Tickets: $12 at Talisman
Books and Southridge Farm, $15/door •
www.myspace.com/thematinee • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, June 20
Susurrus Spa Poets Cove—complimentary product
demonstrations; free sample products from Deserving Thyme
Body Care Products; purchase $50 or more of product and receive
a gift of Rehydrating Face Lotion ($22 value), compliments of
Deserving Thyme • 10am-5pm • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday thru Sunday, June 26 to 28
Music Festival for Peace—Mozart Requiem sung by Tuned Air
and Sacred Sound choirs, plus songs by SSI composers & Eastern
Orthodox music; also, music in Centennial Park (Sat) and Virtues
Project workshop (Sun) • All-Saint's Anglican Church • FRI &
SAT: 8pm • Tickets at SSBooks or Acoustic Planet: $20/$15 •
Info: www.musicandpeace.ca or email contact@tunedair.ca • ON
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Sat, Jun 27, Sun, Aug 16, Thurs, Oct 1
EcoReality Sustainable Living Education Series—SAT,
JUNE 27: Rex Weyler, Greenpeace
International
co-founder
presents
‘Overshoot and Relocalization’ his
Biosphere keynote lecture • 2172 FulfordGanges Road • 7:30pm • Donation: $5-$15
suggested • SUN, AUG 16: Eco-Living Tour:
self-guided tour of EcoReality and many
other Salt Spring eco-living sites; THUR, OCT 1: Starhawk:
‘Turning Salt Spring into a Permaculture Transition Town’, $25
advance, $30 at door • Info: 250-653-2024, Info@EcoReality.org,
www.EcoReality.org • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, July 4
The Legendary Dick Dale & Band—the ‘King of Surf Guitar’,
a pioneer of surf rock and one of the most
influential guitarists in the early 1960s; the
first to have more than one record on the Top
Ten charts at one time, and five songs from a
single album on the charts at once • Artspring,
Jackson Ave • 8pm • Tickets: $27.50 Advance +
s/c at Artspring 250-537-2102 • ON SALT
SPRING ISLAND

Sat, June 13 thru Sun, June 21
Victoria Fibrefest 2009—presented in affiliation with Quadra
Island's Fun Knit Yarn Shop; an ‘International Year of Natural
Fibres’ sanctioned event; various
events and venues - knit-out, spin-out,
classes, demos, fashion show, yarn
crawl
and
markets
•
Info:
www.victoriafibrefest.com or call
Marilyn 250-388-6466 • IN VICTORIA

LETTERS from page 4
Thus it really came as no surprise to me that the intersection
of the Nº17 (Patricia Bay) Highway and the Victoria airport exit
at McTavish Road on Vancouver Island in MP Gary Lunn’s
riding was given the green light to go ahead by you, even though
the plans were, and I understand are, still incomplete and
therefore not ‘shovel ready.’
To top it off this intersection is completely unnecessary.
$24 million is the amount of money talked about for this
project to give temporary work to exactly how many people? I
am not referring to the vast majority of the workers there who
will be the usual contractors who are working anyway driving
trucks, operating machinery, flagging the traffic, building forms
for concrete laying etcI am instead referring to those ‘new’ jobs
which this is supposed to create. In your study of this ‘shovel’
unready’ and unnecessary project exactly how many of those
‘new jobs’ will be created and for how long, and what about when
it is completed? Will those new jobs be there still or is this just a
way to pad statistics?
I drove past this intersection again the other day and was
depressed to think of the amount of trees and green grasses and
gentle banks beside the road that will be destroyed in a useless
attempt to speed traffic out of the airport. If you have ever visited
this part of Canada you must be aware that the ferry traffic is
about—oh maybe—one thousand times the volume of the airport
traffic, even in the winter. There is no way to ‘cure’ this road

Saturdays, June 27 and July 11
Pender Film Group Screenings—SAT JUNE 27: Bienvenue
Chez Les Ch’tis (2008, subtited)—postman from the south of
France is sent to work in the cold northern town of Bergues but
soon realizes the town is not synonymous with hell; SAT JULY 11:
Gran Torino—starring and directed by Clinet Eastwood;
disgruntled Korean War vet sets out ot reform his neighbour, a
young Hmong teenager who tried to steal his 1972 Gran Torino •
All films 7:30pm, except where otherwise noted • Community
Hall • Admission by donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, June 28
Ride for Climate Change—community bike ride to promote
sustainable transportation and support Marina and Nadia
Nowak’s cycle to Ottawa • 11am departs front of Magic Lake and
Hope Bay, arrives noon for presentations at Driftwood Centre •
Info: Nadia: northern@campusclimaenetwork.org, 250-8869669 • ON PENDER ISLAND
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Agreement to recycle ships
Canada has signed the International Convention for the Safe and
Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships, 2009. Canada and
58 other members of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) adopted the convention at a diplomatic conference held in
Hong Kong from May 11 to 15.
The ship recycling Convention will protect workers and the
environment by setting international rules to manage hazardous
materials in ships over their operating lives and a clear legal
means to manage the dismantling of ships.
The ship recycling Convention applies to ships over 500 gross
tonnage that are delivered for recycling. It includes regulations
for the design, construction, operation and preparation of ships
for safe and environmentally sound recycling, says the federal
government.
The Convention also requires ship recycling facilities to
operate safely and in an environmentally responsible way, and
establishes an enforcement mechanism for ship recycling,
incorporating certification and reporting requirements. 0

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486

Wednesday, July 1 Canada Day

6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

60th Annual Saturna Island Lamb Barbeque—traditional
lamb dinner, children's games, live entertainment, beer garden,
arts and crafts, moorage at Winter Cove, shuttle to/from ferries
dock (sorry, no dogs) • Winter Cove Park • Grounds open 10am4:30pm; dinner served 2-3pm • Dinner tickets: $20 adults, $10
children • Info: www.saturnalambbarbeque.com group tickets
250-539-2452 • ON SATURNA ISLAND

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.

Saturday & Sunday, July 4 & 5
Organic Islands Festival & Sustainability Expo—150
vendors, chefs’ demos, children’s activities, and entertainment;
panel discussions: Vancouver Island Diet, How to Create
Sustainable Change; presenters: Dirk Becker, Carolyn Herriott,
Tom Henry, Dr. Bill Code; music: Jeremy Fisher, Grapes of
Wrath, Oliver Swain, Lester Quitzau • Glendale Gardens •
10am–5pm • Admission: $7.50 and up, advanced tickets save
25% • www.organicislands.ca or 250 658-8148 • IN VICTORIA

Thursday thru Sunday, July 16 to 19

Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936

SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

Denman Island Readers and Writers Festival—mainstage
events, themed readings and intimate solo sessions; workshop
space still available; featuring Afua Cooper, Deborah Campbell,
William Deverell, Sarah Dunant, Steven Galloway, Heidi Greco,
Jack Hodgins, Gabor Mate, Mary Novik, Matt Rader, Harold
Rhenisch, Eden Robinson, and now confirming Ronald Wright;
moderated by Mark Forsythe • Info: 250-335-2576
www.denmanislandreadersandwritersfestival.com
•
ON
DENMAN ISLAND

• harvesting
systems
• design
• installation
• service

Friday, July 31
Fred Eaglesmith and Band—Mayne Island
Music Society presents a ‘Fred Heads’ alert
performing songs from his new CD Tinderbox;
opening with The Ginn Sisters; ‘imagine a duets
record from Tom Waits and Woody Guthrie’ The
New Yorker • Agricultural Hall Grounds • 7pm •
Tickets: $15 advance at Happy Tides, $18 at the
door, children under 12 free, students half price
• ON MAYNE ISLAND

Saturday, August 8 2009
Galiano Wine Festival—enjoy
wines from up-and-coming local
producers and around the world; local
cheese to taste and purchase; music
by Brad Prevedoros; 50/50 draw,
silent auction, refreshments, souvenir crystal wine glass; annual
fundraising event for the Galiano Health Centre • 1–4pm •
Tickets: $30 at the door or Jacques Roy 250-539-5976 or email
jacques_roy@telus.net • Info: www.galianowinefestival.com • ON
GALIANO ISLAND

BOB BURGESS
tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com
Summer & Fall Weekend Workshops
The Art of Seeing for Camera - July 8/9 with Boomer Jerritt

Song Writing - July 22/23 with Valdy

@

www.artsdenman.com

Toll Free:
1-888-335-1221

Local & Salish Sea-wide Visibility For Your
Event • islandtides@islandtides.com

without intersection projects at every traffic light, and so all you
and Gary Lunn are doing is moving the congestion up or down
the road to the next light.
The $24 million could be much more efficiently spent to
create lasting jobs in an area of the country which is hurting from
the loss of two of our major industries, logging and fishing.
We have abandoned saw mills and soon to be abandoned
pulp mills which could be converted into making other things
such as solar panels, giving employment that will last longer that
12 months or so, and benefit not only the local, provincial and
federal economies but also give us something to be proud to
export to the world.
We also have first nations people who are in need of housing
in this area and could well use $24 million that is obviously
available to this riding and would be much better used as
housing than the above roadway project
Just ideas from a simple man who doesn’t want to find even
more congestion than already exists on our Pat Bay Highway.
So please, stop this project now and find another way to help
Gary—he needs it I am sure—lost as he is in that Olympic fiasco
for next year. Oh yes, there is $900 million plus being misspent
there on some kind of protection against mythical government
terrorists that could be much better spent on real houses for real
homeless people. Can you get your hands on some of that?
Jeremy Arney, Victoria 0
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Photo: Henny Schnare, www.henny.ca
Highschool grads cavort all over BC. On June 6, Deven Miles, Kelsey Mech, Lara Coelho and Rebecca Hylands were a hit, performing a
beatbox number, ‘Over The Rainbow, Somewhere,’ at the Gulf Islands Secondary School graduation (on Rainbow Road, Salt Spring Island).

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
Voluntary Subscription? Keep
meaning to send it in? Help keep
all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:

• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox
or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes
located across the Strait of Georgia and from Victoria to
Nanaimo, or if you read online, you can show your
support and appreciation by mailing a voluntary
subscription of ($25 + $1.25 gst) $26.25 to: Box
55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0 (Or call us with
your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!

And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep those lovely
letters coming. We paste them all in our scrapbooks!
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e have roared through spring—first the cold then this
hot weather has brought a clumping together of our
usual more sedate progression of blooming
perennials. The garden weeds are also in their glory—thriving—
as the sunshine pours down on the preferred and volunteers
alike. We had a dry as well as a cold spring and already the earth
is dry on our little rock in the Georgia Strait.

Fire Season Starts Early
Around about June 1, before I left for a 5-day stay with our eldest
and her family in Kelowna, Firechief John Wiznuk had closed
down open burning on Saturna. It seemed early in my mind but,
flying from Victoria, the sky was very hazy and dirty. Apparently
the smoke from the Tyaughton Lake forest fire near Lilloet was
being blown out our way by strong outflow winds through Howe
Sound.
Genni and Dave have bought their house in an area burnedoff in the 2003 fires and her surrounding ‘forest’ is dead,
blackened standing trees. As Genni and I walked along the Kettle
Valley Train Trail in Myra Canyon, where the restored historic
train trestles burned, there was a gorgeous play of small
thunderstorms and the lightning ignited another fire.
We watched the helicopters scooping buckets out of
Okanagan Lake and ferrying it over our heads and further up
into the deep canyon to the fire. The smoke billowing up and
spreading out along the bottom of the storm clouds was
spectacular. The fire started about 2pm and was extinguished by
8 in the evening. The next morning the air at Genni’s smelled like
a big campfire after you dump buckets of water on it.
This trip was a powerful reminder to me that none of us are
immune from the accident—natural or human—that could start
our Island burning.

SEEC Bridge & Trail Crews
Saturna’s Ecological Education Centre new camping area got a
boost with a weekend work-party held in early June. Dave
Cheslow and three students built a sturdy
bridge over upper Lyall Creek. Later they will
build two aprons for easy access to the
bridge itself. The girls worked steadily with
Dave and learned many new skills.

Road Paving
The trail crew worked in the blazing sun
putting in a new section of trail, leveling and
rock-picking the path. Firewood cutting and
stacking was the order of the day at the
actual camping site. The site is now being
used steadily by our school and by visiting
students. The session ended as does most
gatherings on Saturna with a meal!
Saturna’s utterly smooth, newly
asphalted roads are highlighted by verges of
bright white, ox-eye daisies and foxgloves
coming into bloom. Many people were briefly delayed while the
work progressed and entertained as the fmachines strutted their
stuff.
The trucks have been coming and going on the ferry as well as
the roads and out to the barge to load up on asphalt. The Roads
Maintenance Yard has been a bustling scene of activity. The offIsland crew commented on how different it was to work on an
Island. If something unexpected came up or a supply runs out,
you have to figure out a solution and make-do. However, they
thought that the inconvenience was well balanced by all the
marvelous scenery and wildlife as well as great accommodation.

Cheese Making
31 Square, Saturna’s local food and plant group, hosted a Cheese
making workshop with Mayne Islander, David Asher. It was so
popular that two 10people sessions were
scheduled in the Rec
Centre kitchen.
As soon as the group
assembled milk was set
to warming on the gas
burner. David asked us
to state our names and
report our favorite
cheese variety. He said
he likely wouldn’t
remember our names
but certainly he would
recall
our
cheese
preferences!
David
is
wellinformed and mostly
self-taught with the aid, he says, of a brown swiss cow he knew
on Gabriola Island.
Cheese-making is a food preservation practise arrived at by
many cultures to take advantage of the spring milk glut when
domesticated mammals give birth. David emphasized that you
can make cheese with what is in your kitchen and very little
specialized materials and tools.
David immediately made the distinction between cheeses
that when heated melt easily, like butter does, and cheeses that
retain their form, like Ricotta. It is the way you process the
cheese that makes the two classes. He made three kinds of
cheeses with people checking and noting the progress of the curd
forming action so that they would know by sight, and feel when
coagulation had taken place.
Cheese and beer and wine all have in
common that various bacteria and yeasts are
encouraged to act in certain ways, by
controlling the amount and duration of heat
applied and their access to sugar. Magic is
what it seems like when a lovely curd forms
and you sieve it out and then do the various
things to it that give it distinctive flavors and
textures.
Each session ended with a tasting party
for the three different cheeses that were
created. The class was fun and inspiring—
something that practically makes itself with
some comprehensions of skills and the
willingness to dive in.

Lamb BBQ
The Lamb BBQ is almost upon us—the month of June is so full
of workbees that you have to consult the calendar often. Ten
people did the Mint Sauce Party last Sunday night—which was
the perfect number. Ingrid Gaines and Jo-Anne Monk saw to it
that there was plenty of mint, volunteered from Island gardens.
The wands of mint are stripped, washed, spun-dry, chopped and
then mixed one-third/two-thirds with a mixture of vinegar and
spices. There is mint sauce for anointing the lamb dinner and
pint-jars for sale on the day.
June 20 is the date of the Winter Cove grounds-tidying
workbee at 10am; bring rakes, lawnmowers, clippers, and wheel
barrows. Lunch will be served to all the volunteers.
Thanks to Ron Hall and Ron Wilson, all of the alder firewood
for roasting the lambs, is already stacked at Winter Cove. Ron
Hall is going to do construction on his land, some alder trees
needed to come down, and the community is the grateful
recipient of all their effort. 0
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Islands posters artists celebrated
Christina Richard

Darlene Olesko

T

he Islands Trust has selected art by artists from four
Islands, which will be used to create posters with
conservation messages for visitors to the Islands Trust Area.
Dawn Stofer of Denman Island, Debbie Bowles of Mayne Island
and Darlene Olesko of Lasqueti Island will each receive a $1000
honourarium for their submissions and Christina Richard of Salt
Spring Island was awarded an Honourable Mention.
In all, thirty works of art were submitted by 20 artists from

Debbie
Bowles

Dawn Stofer
‘Trustees have heard from constituents that there is a need to
provide information to visitors about the unique nature of this
area, particularly water and habitat conservation,’ Malcolmson
added. The posters will be available later this year to businesses

Dawn Stofer

Build with Linwood

The complete solution for your
primary residence or vacation home.
Darlene Olesko
serving visitors and other locations throughout the Trust Islands,
as well as Chambers of Commerce and Visitor Information
Centres. 0

• National, award-winning timber craftsmanship
• Canada’s largest brand name supplier of custom homes
• Guaranteed pricing & solid warranty package
• Access our qualified builder network

Call for your FREE plan book

Call 250-931-8881

www.linwoodhomes.com

Debbie Bowles
seven islands. ‘We are delighted at the response and the quality of
the work submitted,’ said Islands Trust chairperson Sheila
Malcolmson. ‘These posters will encourage sustainable tourism by
reinforcing values that are critical to the long-term conservation of
the region.’

Christina Richard

In The Eye of The Beholder ~ Brian Crumblehulme

G

eographical features such as rivers, mountains, forests,
plains, highways, and ferry docks, loom large in our
cultural psyche, and for host of personal reasons they
invoke different values for different people. To a geologist the
surface folds and exposed rocks were a text for secret treasures
hidden beneath, gold, aluminium, coal, and fossils.
In classical times, mountains, Olympus and Fuji for example,
were thought to be the home of the gods. As the centuries rolled by,
the gods ascended to a higher plane and mountains assumed
fearsome features, the abode of bears, dragons, trolls, and other
nasty dwellers, reasons to keep the door locked at night.
The romantic era put an end to this when the wild crags became
the haunt of nature lovers, hikers, and those seeking solitude. In
the colonial period the mountains were an impediment to
accessing the richer lands that lay beyond. Not until the arrival of
the automobile did mountain vistas assume full majesty, when for
very little effort, the average car owner could stop at a view-point
and remark on the convenience and magnificence of nature.
Finally, we reach the age of consumerism where anything and
everything becomes a possession or an entertainment and
mountains became the focus of urban picture windows, parks, and
ski resorts. In reality, mountains are all of the above, and more.
The little islands that dot the Salish Sea are short on mountains
but rich in hills, farms, forests and beaches; features that all present
and retain a host of values, values that lie in the eye of the beholder.
As a newcomer thirty years ago, I made an effort to meet and
talk with the ‘old timers’ and to learn the ways of the land. ‘There
used to be a greenhouse in that field over there, and you see that
field back there? It was cut for firewood to heat the greenhouses…’
Some years ago, I was in conversation with an old (now deceased)
farmer, the last of his line of three generations of pioneer island

settlers. He was pleased, he said, by the influx of new people with
new ideas and money to spend, but it broke his heart how these
folk would buy up good farmland and just let it get cluttered with
trees. This was the voice of hard experience, of clearing trees by
hand, of cutting, splitting, and hauling to make way for potatoes,
peas, or cattle.
For many years, my wife and I were partners in a tourist
operation and the two remarks we heard daily were, ‘It’s so
peaceful here.’ And ‘It’s so beautiful.’ As we all know, peace is a
state of mind and for the average visitor who has left their cares
back in the city, this is peace indeed. For the average Islander,
peace can be found at any urban café by just sitting and watching
all those city folk rushing by.
As for beauty, it too lies in the eye of the beholder, because all
those pastoral fields are the work of thousands of hours of hard
labour, and if there were no fields, there would be no view of the
valley with the barn and the sheep, the picturesque broom clad
hills, or even the forest. There would be no view because a hundred
years ago, it was all trees.
There was a time, and in many cultures that time is still with us,
when the choice location for a new house was determined by the
potential of the land to support a family, or proximity to transit and
work. Today, many homes are oriented for claiming a view, a
landscape of water or mountains. Eighty percent of the population
live around the waterfront in our community, a thing unheard of in
settlement days. For the visitor or the new resident retiree, the
landscape often tells a tale of desire, of wishful thinking, while for
the long-term resident trying to make ends meet, that same
landscape represents, sweat, hope, challenge, opportunity, and
wonder. When you look out of the window on a July day or then
again in November, what do you see and why? 0
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Rethinking five concepts key to the future of humankind

A

uthor and democracy activist Frances Moore Lappé says
we already have the knowledge to solve the pressing
issues of our time, such as climate change and world
hunger. It is, she says, our own pre-conceived ideas about how
things ‘should’ work—our mental map of the world—which
actually preventing us from taking action.
In a speech at Ottawa’s Carleton University as part of the 78th
Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, Lappé called for
a wholesale revamping of the way we view government, the
economy and democracy. If we manage to do it, she says, we can
save ourselves from our species demise.
Lappé, made famous in the 1970s by her bestselling
vegetarian cookbook Diet for a Small Planet, is an activist,
author and co-founder with her daughter Anna Lappé of The
Small Planet Institute. She says many people today are
frightened by the potential for disaster, ecological and otherwise,
and fearful that nothing can be done to prevent it. Lappé says we
can succeed—if we challenge five assumptions about the way the
world works.

Challenge Five False Assumptions
The first assumption is that going green means ‘powering down,’
or reducing our consumption of energy. Lappé says all we have

to do is stop getting energy from fossil fuels and start getting it
from renewable sources like the sun.
‘Every day the sun supplies us with 15,000 times the amount
of energy we’re now using in fossil fuels,’ she says. If everyone
had a solar panel or windmill on their roof, we wouldn’t be
dependent on oil companies—and as individuals we’d feel more
in control of our own destiny.
The second idea to dispense with, she says, is that going green
means an end to economic growth. What we have to do, she says,
is change our idea of what growth is. Right now, she says, the
Walton family—owners of Wal-Mart—controls as much wealth
as the bottom 40% of the U.S population. Is it genuine growth if
just wealthy families get wealthier?
There’s plenty of room for growth, she says, if we learn to do
things more efficiently. For example, she says various estimates
show that 25–50% of all food produced in the United States is
wasted. And that every year, every American throws out some
300 pounds of packaging material.
The third idea Lappé wants to challenge is the notion that
humans are by nature greedy, self-centred and materialistic.
Under certain conditions, she said, we can be monsters. But
there wouldn’t be 6.8 billion of us on the planet today if we didn't
also have positive qualities such as empathy, cooperation and

fairness. As a society, she said we should simply try to make sure
our rules try to bring out the best, not the worst in us.
The fourth idea she disputes is that we dislike rules. She says
humans crave structure, particularly rules that make sense to us
as individuals and which foster a sense of inclusion. We will
accept the right rules, she says, citing as an example a German
law that enables individual citizens to sell power they produce at
home, through renewable sources such windmills or solar panels
for example, to utilities at a guaranteed price. People there have
embraced the idea, she says.
The final idea she wants us to rethink is the idea that our
problems are so pressing there’s no time for democracy, and only
an authoritarian regime can save us. She believes the only hope
for the planet is to trust in people and set rules that bring out the
best in us. ‘The mother of all issues is who makes the decisions,’
she says, adding that if decisions are taken by people with the
most money, we all suffer.
Lappé says she’s not against a market economy—just the idea
that there’s only one way to run that economy.
She also wants to challenge the the thought, she says, that
change is impossible. Recent history has shown that seemingly
insolvable problems have in fact been solved. ‘It’s not possible to
know what’s possible,’ she concludes. 0

Event ends June 30th.
The savings event of the year is now on at Island Savings, and we’re offering fantastic value in every branch.
Simply bring in the coupons below.
Looking for even more ways to save? Earn higher interest with a Premium Savings Account, and take comfort
in knowing that your deposits are 100% guaranteed by the Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporation.
We’ll help your savings increase even more through our Save the Change program, which rounds your debit
card purchases up to the nearest dollar, and deposits the extra into the savings account of your choice
– towards whatever you’re saving for.
Island Super Savings is only on until June 30th. So visit your nearest branch today.
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EARTH’S HIRING from page 2
going on simultaneously, and
your body does this so well you
are free to ignore it, and
wonder instead when this
speech will end. You can feel it.
It is called life. This is who you
are. Second question: who is in
charge of your body? Who is
managing those molecules?
Hopefully not a political party.
Life is creating the conditions
that are conducive to life inside
you, just as in all of nature. Our
innate nature is to create the
conditions that are conducive
to life. What I want you to
imagine is that collectively
humanity is evincing a deep
innate wisdom in coming
together to heal the wounds
and insults of the past.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
once asked what we would do if
the stars only came out once
every thousand years. No one
would sleep that night, of
course. The world would create
new religions overnight. We
would be ecstatic, delirious,
made rapturous by the glory of
God. Instead, the stars come
out every night and we watch
television.
This extraordinary time
when we are globally aware of
each other and the multiple
dangers
that
threaten
civilization
has
never
happened, not in a thousand
years, not in ten thousand
years. Each of us is as complex
and beautiful as all the stars in
the universe.
We have done great things
and we have gone way off
course in terms of honouring
creation. You are graduating to
the most amazing, stupefying
challenge ever bequested to
any
generation.
The
generations before you failed.
They didn’t stay up all night.
They got distracted and lost
sight of the fact that life is a
miracle every moment of your
existence. Nature beckons you
to be on her side. You couldn’t
ask for a better boss.
The most unrealistic person
in the world is the cynic, not the
dreamer. Hope only makes
sense when it doesn’t make
sense to be hopeful. This is your
century. Take it and run as if
your life depends on it.
Paul Hawken is a renowned
entrepreneur,
visionary
environmental activist, and
author of many books, most
recently ‘Blessed Unrest: How
the Largest Movement in the
World Came into Being and
Why No One Saw It Coming.’
He delivered this speech when
he was presented with an
honorary
doctorate
of
humane
letters.
Visit:
www.paulhawken.com. 0

Grade 8 Was Different
Then ~ From The Internet
Remember when grandparents and great-grandparents stated
that they only had an 8th Grade education? Well, check this out.
Could any of us have passed the 8th Grade in 1895?
This is the eighth-grade final exam from 1895 in Salina,
Kansas. It was taken from the original document on file at the
Smokey Valley Genealogical Society and Library in Salina, and
reprinted by the Salina Journal.

8th Grade Final Exam: Salina,
Kansas, United States - 1895
Grammar (Time: one hour)
1. Give nine rules for the use of capital letters.
2. Name the parts of speech and define those that have no
modifications.
3. Define verse, stanza and paragraph
4. What are the principal parts of a verb? Give principal parts
of ‘lie,’ ‘play,’ and ‘run.’
5. Define case; illustrate each case.
6 What is punctuation? Give rules for principal marks of
punctuation.
7 - 10. Write a composition of about 150 words and show
therein that you understand the practical use of the rules of
grammar.
Arithmetic (Time: 1 hour 15 minutes)
1. Name and define the Fundamental Rules of Arithmetic.
2. A wagon box is 2 feet deep, 10 feet long, and 3 feet wide.
How many bushels of wheat will it hold?
3. If a load of wheat weighs 3,942 lbs., what is it worth at
50cts/bushel, deducting 1,050 lbs. For tare?
4. District No 33 has a valuation of $35,000. What is the
necessary levy to carry on a school seven months at $50 per
month, and have $104 for incidentals?
5. Find the cost of 6,720 lbs of coal at $6 per ton.
6. Find the interest of $512.60 for 8 months and 18 days at 7%
7. What is the cost of 40 boards 12” wide and 16 ft long at $20
per metre?
8. Find bank discount on $300 for 90 days (no grace) at 10%.
9. What is the cost of a square farm at $15 per acre, the
distance of which is 640 rods?
10. Write a Bank Check, a Promissory Note, and a Receipt.
U.S. History (Time: 45 minutes)
1. Give the epochs into which US history is divided.
2. Give an account of the discovery of America by Columbus.
3. Relate the causes and results of the Revolutionary War.
4. Show the territorial growth of the United States.
5. Tell what you can of the history of Kansas.
6. Describe three of the most prominent battles of the
Rebellion.
7. Who were the following: Morse, Whitney, Fulton, Bell,
Lincoln, Penn, and Howe?
8. Name event s connected with the following dates: 1607,
1620, 1800, 1849, 1865.
Orthography (Time: one hour)
1. What is meant by the following: alphabet, phonetic,
orthography, etymology, syllabication.
2. What are elementary sounds? How classified?
3. What are the following, and give examples of each:
trigraph, subvocals, diphthong, cognate letters, linguals.
4. Give four substitutes for caret ‘u.’
5. Give two rules for spelling words with final ‘e.’ Name two
exceptions under each rule.
6. Give two uses of silent letters in spelling. Illustrate each.
7. Define the following prefixes and use in connection with a
word: bi, dis-mis, pre, semi, post, non, inter, mono, sup.
8. Mark diacritically and divide into syllables the following,
and name the sign that indicates the sound: card, ball, mercy, sir,
odd, cell, rise, blood, fare, last.
9. Use the following correctly in sentences: cite, site, sight,
fane, fain, feign, vane, vain, vein, raze, raise, rays.
10. Write 10 words frequently mispronounced and indicate
pronunciation by use of diacritical marks and by syllabication.
Geography (Time: one hour)
1 What is climate? Upon what does climate depend?
2. How do you account for the extremes of climate in Kansas?
3. Of what use are rivers? Of what use is the ocean?
4. Describe the mountains of North America.
5. Name and describe the following: Monrovia, Odessa,
Denver, Manitoba, Hecla , Yukon, St Helena, Juan Fernandez,
Aspinwall and Orinoco.
6. Name and locate the principal trade centers of the US.
7. Name all the republics of Europe and give the capital of
each.
8. Why is the Atlantic Coast colder than the Pacific in the
same latitude?
9. Describe the process by which the water of the ocean
returns to the sources of rivers.
10. Describe the movements of the earth. Give the inclination
of the earth.
This five hour exam gives the saying ‘he only had an 8th grade
education’ a whole new meaning! 0

Rural Canada needs
stronger representation

Rural Canada needs a champion at the federal cabinet table and
a long-term plan from the federal government to reverse the
decline in its struggling towns and villages, says Wake-Up Call:
The National Vision and Voice We Need for Rural Canada, a
report by The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM).
‘Industries rooted in rural regions produce over 50% of
Canada’s exports, but a lot of rural Canada is missing out on the
growth and prosperity that it does so much to create,’ says FCM
First Vice-president Basil Stewart, mayor of Summerside, Prince
Edward Island. ‘If Canada is going to emerge from the global
economic crisis ready for the future, then it needs a sustained
commitment to rural communities and a new champion to keep
rural issues on the agenda in Ottawa.’
With shrinking property tax bases, rural communities are
struggling to provide the basic infrastructure and services they
need to attract and retain new residents and businesses.
Compared to urban areas household incomes in rural Canada
are lower than average, life spans are shorter, and chronic
poverty is more common.
The 2006 Census showed that rural Canada’s share of the
national population fell below 20% for the first time in history,
and that rural communities are attracting less than 5% of the
country’s new immigrants.
‘Rural Canada is well-represented in the House of Commons
and individual federal policies and programs deliver clear
benefits. But the Government of Canada has struggled to turn
individual policies into a comprehensive plan that it can
implement over time and across federal departments. The
government’s Rural Secretariat is one tool to help fix those
problems, but it needs more resources and more pull at the
cabinet table,’ said Stewart. The report calls for a commitment
from the House of Commons to protect and expand federal
investments in rural communities, appoint a rural champion in
the federal cabinet, and work towards building a long-term plan
with long-term funding for the future. 0
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Waterton park may be
designated endangered
UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee has agreed to consider a
petition from 11 Canadian and US conservation groups asking
that Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park be designated a
‘World Heritage Site in Danger,’ due to a proposed coal mine and
other development in BC’s adjoining Flathead River Valley.
The World Heritage Committee will consider the request at
its June 22–30 session in Seville, Spain. ‘The Flathead River
Valley provides critical habitat for rare and endangered species
that migrate to and from Waterton-Glacier, and it has the
highest density of grizzly bears in the interior of North America,’
said NGO Wildsight spokesperson Ryland Nelson, who will
attend the Seville session. ‘We’re asking the World Heritage
Committee to assess potentially grave impacts on water and
wildlife in Waterton-Glacier, given that BC’s land use plan for the
Flathead River Valley prioritizes mining and energy
development.’
A US Department of the Interior report says heavy metals and
other contaminants from Cline Mining Corp’s proposed
mountain top removal coal mine, currently under review by the
BC Environmental Assessment Office, will reach Glacier
National Park via the transboundary Flathead River in as little as
24 hours via Foisey Creek.
‘Scientists have identified Foisey Creek as critical habitat for
threatened bull trout and genetically-pure westslope cutthroat
trout migrating from Glacier Park to spawn in the Flathead
River—which was recently named BC’s most endangered river
and is in urgent need of permanent protection.’
Waterton-Glacier would become the 31st ‘World Heritage
Site in Danger.’ and the only one in North America. 0

“AT LAST!”

Stonehouse
Pub

DEVELOPMENT from page 1
spoke out in support of the development. Community members
and citizens raised multiple concerns about the proposals,
especially that such applications were premature, since the Rural
Resource Official Community Plan (RROCP) and bylaws have
not yet been adopted by the CRD.
It is this new RROCP which would need to be amended to allow
for the proposed developments, and to many people in the room
this application was ‘putting the cart before the horse.’ There was
also concern that this development would run contrary to the
Regional Growth Strategy as this development is completely
outside the Settlement Containment Boundaries for the area.
The development would not have even been a twinkle in
developer Ilkay’s eye two-and-a-half years ago when the lands
were part of Tree Farm Licence (TFL) 25. Up until a January
2007 decision, these lands were to remain as forest lands in
perpetuity, managed as Crown lands. In a widely criticized
decision, then Forest Minister Rich Coleman decided to delete
28,000ha from three TFLs. Now, this Western Forest Products
(WFP) land has been opened up for sale and development.
Last June, WFP sold off the first parcels of land, adjacent to
Juan de Fuca Provincial Park, to developer Ender Ilkay. Ilkay has
applied to the CRD to amend zoning bylaws (which have yet to
be passed) in order to allow for the development that would see
density 500 times that which is allowed by the current and
proposed zoning.
Other concerns about the development included; lack of
amenities in the development area, as the developments would
be 40 to 50 kilometres away from the nearest shops and services;
limited water resources; the poor and dangerous state of Hwy 14;
sewage treatment and run-off; impacts on wildlife; climate
change; and destruction of the wilderness character of the Juan
de Fuca trail and the area known as the ‘Wild Coast’ in general.
It was also noted that on the West Coast Trail, where terrain
is similar to the Juan de Fuca marine trail, there have been close
to 200 safety evacuations in the last two years. There are no
emergency services in the area of these proposed developments,
as the parcels are outside the service areas of both Shirley and
Port Renfrew.
Mr Ilkay did his best to answer questions and comment on
the room’s concerns, but throughout the night it became clear
that there are some glaring oversights in the proposal. An
undertone of frustration, deep disappointment and concern
could be felt throughout the room.
For these communities, continuing to work to hold onto the
character of a beloved coast will be a drawn-out struggle. Many
commented that it was heartening to see the community staying
strong and vocal over this long haul.
Furthermore, because of the Tree Farm Licence history, a goahead could set a dangerous precedent. If approved, the CRD
would be sending a strong message that other lands bought from
previous TFL lands could be developed in similar fashion. 0

has re-opened!
Great Food! Great Service!
5 minute walk from the Ferry parking lot at
Swartz Bay.

2215 Canoe Cove Road
778-426-1200

www.pac-gateway.com
604-767-5354
1991 Subaru Sambar $5,500
DL#30908

Unique truck from Japan (RHD). Great work vehicle or daily
driver. Very environmentally friendly. 660cc, 50mpg, 4WD option,
5-Speed manual, 800 lb load capacity, and cargo area that folds
into flat deck! 6 month warranty. Other models available.

What is a
property worth
without water?

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444
www.drillwell.com

SSI: 250-537-8456
drill@drillwell.com

Cold Drafty House?
Wet Basement?
Nasty Crawl Space?
Spray-Foam Insulation (may qualify

for EcoENERGY & LiveSmart Grants)

Air Leakage and Moisture Control
Foundation Waterproofing and Repair

D R I V E G AT E S — D e s i g n , B u i l d , I n s t a l l
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Public-Private Partnerships

Crossing the Fraser—the unstoppable Port Mann monster, from page 1
railway had been sold off in 2003 to CN—with the excuse that it
‘lost money’.)
The is no record to suggest that any thinking outside the box
took place and in early 2006 the government announced that the
road bridge would be twinned ‘as part of the Gateway Program’,
which was primarily designed to speed truck-borne freight
traffic through to the Port of Vancouver.

sprawl and massive car commuting. Couple this with heavy
commercial traffic and you have a transportation nightmare.
Exacerbating the problem is the fact that traffic coming into the
city and to the port must cross one or more arms of the Fraser
River.
Built in 1964, the Port Mann Bridge on the Trans-Canada
Highway is one particularly bad bottleneck. For the last twenty
years, it’s been too congested with trucking and Fraser Valley
commuter traffic to carry scheduled transit services—an ironic
twist to any plans to solve commuting problems!
The bridge’s four lanes were expanded to five in 2001. It
carries 127,000 vehicles per day across its 6,867 ft length. Ten
thousand of those vehicles are trucks going from to and from
distribution centres and port facilities in Coquitlam, New
Westminster, Burnaby, and Vancouver.
Current problem-solving seems to be stuck in the same old
groove—create more traffic lanes and increase the the capacity
for the same pattern of vehicles.

Changing Scene, Stop To Think
Transportation Minister Kevin Falcon said that the twinning was
‘unstoppable’. The project has indeed proved to be unstoppable
despite: the abandonment of the original twin bridge concept in
favour of the demolition of the existing bridge and the building
of a much larger crossing; a consequent doubling in cost; a failed
attempt to float (in the middle of a world banking collapse) what
would have been one of the world’s largest public-private
partnerships (rivalling Halliburton’s contracts to run the Iraq
war); the assumption by the Province of at least $2.45 billion of,
to date, unbudgeted debt; and the inevitability of an everincreasing toll to be charged to users, possibly forever.
What was really unstoppable was the limited thinking on the
part of the government—throughout this process, the original
idea was never questioned. It’s a farcical illustration of how a
well-meaning government of amateur business moguls can get
sucked into a fiscal nightmare through a lack of vision and a
series of reactionary decisions.

Thinking Inside The Box
Originally, the idea was to build a new bridge alongside the
existing one. This way, commuter traffic delays could be
eliminated, buses could be run again, and an expected increase
in truck traffic could be handled.
However, the earliest cost estimates for twinning the bridge
—some $1.6 billion in 2005 dollars—should have suggested that
more progressive alternatives could be considered, such as
building light rail transit along the Fraser Valley, thus freeing up
road space for trucks.
The old rail freight infrastructure serving the port could have
been put to use again, aggregating goods for the port and
removing the burden on roadway bottlenecks. (However, the

• Serving the Gulf Islands and
Greater Victoria for over 25 years
• Fuel-efﬁcient, cost-effective wood heating
• Solar domestic hot water heaters
• Sales and Installations
Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Li Read
Sea to Sky Premier Properties

Carry-on Regardless
The BC government issued a Request for Qualifications in May,
2007, and announced a short list of qualified bidders, later
issuing a Request for Proposals. In March, 2008, the
Transportation Investment Corporation, a ‘self-sustaining
Crown Corporation’ was
formed to enter into a P3 with
the successful bidder. This was
announced in August to be the
call: 250-386-7643
Connect BC Development
Group,
which
included
Australian
investment
organization Macquarie Group,
Transtoll Ltd, Peter Kiewit Sons
Co, and Flatiron Constructors
Canada
Limited.
(Both
Macquarie and Kiewit are
involved in the Sea-to-Sky
Highway P3.)
During these discussions,
two of the three final bidders
reportedly proposed that
instead of building a twin to
the existing bridge, an entirely
Solar Heating
new ten-lane bridge should be
constructed, and the existing
one demolished.
This was said to have
‘environmental and economic
benefits’ (though exactly what
these were and for whom was

250-537-7647

Salt Spring Island: Protected oceanfront,
foreshore lease, S/SW/W exposures,
designer kitchen, cosy den, music room/
library, sep. guest suite, office with sep.
entry. Warm ocean swimming. Keep your
boat at home!
LiRead.com/1462.htm $1,395,000

Gossip Island: Oceanfront 3 bed home &
guest cottage, dock, sunny 0.92 acre,
ocean vistas, near Galiano Island.
LiRead.com/1588.htm $950,000

Piers Island: Lowbank oceanfront lot,
access to water, power, phone, ADSL.
Access to community dock & beach. Keep
your car at community parking area near
Swartz Bay. Best buy oceanfront!
LiRead.com/1614.htm $410,000

Mayne Island: Almost oceanfront
oceanview, dramatic views of Miner’s
bay & Active Pass, turn of the 20th
Century character home, superb water
supply. All day sun, organic garden,
seasonal creek. B&B?
LiRead.com/1503.htm $869,000

Parker Island:

Oceanfront home on 9.92 acres

Mayne Island:

Oceanview estate, country inn potential $897,000

$1,300,000

Mayne Island:

Oceanfront 4 bed / 1.5 bath home

Pym Island:

Oceanfront Estate on private island

$789,000
$9,800,000

Salt Spring Island: Lakefront 32+ acre organic golf course $1,371,000

Email: LiRead33@Gmail.com

The government’s problem of paying for large public works
had been faced before, with its solution being the ‘publicprivate partnership’ (P3). This meant that instead of issuing
government bonds to borrow the funds required, the
government contracts with a private sector organization to
build, finance, and operate the facility, often granting the
private organization the power to impose user charges.
The private sector ‘partner’ is responsible for raising the
funds required, and is allowed to make a profit which would
reflect what it saw as the risks involved. This approach is said
to transfer to the private sector the twin risks of both cost
overruns and revenue shortfalls. It also has the political
advantage of keeping the debt off the government’s books,
although equivalent future financial commitments remain.
The BC government has adopted the P3 approach as
policy—to be promoted and implemented by a government
agency called ‘Partnerships BC’. BC’s largest P3 so far is the
Sea-to-Sky highway, at $800 million and counting.
(BC is not alone. In 2007, the federal government created
a new crown corporation called PPP Canada Inc, which was
tasked with creating P3s across the country. All large scale
projects under the Building Canada Fund—including
‘stimulation’ infrastructure projects—must demonstrate that
the P3 option has been fully considered.)
never disclosed). The proposal was adopted.
Possibly the bidders were concerned about assuming
maintenance responsibility for the existing bridge, which is
already 45-years-old; or possibly they just felt that their financial
potential would be increased with an entirely new structure.

Cost Escalations and Negotiations
In mid-2008, the P3 cost was estimated at $3.3 billion, twice the
original estimate. It’s not clear what this included, or how long
the contract was supposed to run. No questions were raised;
after all, it was going to be a P3, so it wasn’t real money.
A Transportation Ministry official said that they had ‘long
assumed’ it would cost about $2.8 billion, or ‘close to $3 billion’,
which wasn’t that far off from $3.3 billion, or only half a billion
out.
Then serious negotiations commenced. Macquarie had
reportedly lined up financing in 2008 for the entire project with
a consortium of banks led by BNP Paribas, Caja Madrid, Royal
Bank of Scotland, and Société Générale. This was unfortunately
not a good time to be initiating syndication of a $2.3 billion loan;
world banking was in trouble. (Neither was it a good time for
Macquarie, who were having trouble raising the $1 billion equity
they had promised.) The lead banks asked 25 other banks, but
were apparently successful in attracting only one other
commitment.
The Ministry of Transportation was reported to be pushing
for a deal; the Ministry of Finance was similarly reported to be
not so keen. There were delays. Some of the original banks may
have backed out.

Bassackwards? Government to
Finance P3 Consortium
In January this year, an ‘Agreement in Principle’ was
announced. The financing deadline was extended from January
BRIDGE, please turn to page 11

No Worries

When you’re insured with Western Financial Group, you’ll receive a
competitive rate, annual coverage review and a fair claim - guaranteed. Not to
mention, peace of mind.
And we can even insure your pet.

Western Financial Group

PENDER ISLAND AGENCIES

250-629-3336

Website: www.liread.com
Insurance | Investments | Agency Banking
4-105 Rainbow Road
Salt Spring Island
across from Ganges Marina

“Request a Quote” - www.westernﬁnancialgroup.net
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HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

AUTOMOTIVE
Monthly Rentals
from $575*
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s rental.
* Rates subject to change.

Rent or Lease

Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION

Jeff Edwards
Serving Pender Island
and the
Southern Gulf Islands

250-629-3973
250-217-9500 cell
jay_r_e@shaw.ca

Wood Fired
Hot Tubs

GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery
• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control
• street flushing • film industry
• 3,000 gallon tankers

CE VAESE
N
A ROOFING
Ltd.

Servicing the Gulf Islands

Scrap Car,
Truck, Bus &
Equipment
REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

• Pre-assembled • Portable
• Fresh or salt water • No scrubbing
• Can be left full or empty
• Fully insulated (requires less wood)
• Includes everything you need …
Just add water & enjoy!

www.alumitubs.com
Eric/Wendy Holtz

604.885.0646
alumitubs@telus.net

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

gulfislandspas.com

F OR W ATER
C OLLECTION S YSTEMS

135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

Ross Walker

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

www.islandmarine.ca

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

• Docks • Moorings
• Ramps • Pile Driving

250-537-9710
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2009 to February 2009; in a last minute attempt to make a deal,
the government offered to lend the P3 $1.15 billion. But on
February 27, Partnerships BC recommended that negotiations
with the Connect BC group be abandoned.
‘We commend Macquarie Group for being able to arrange
committed debt and equity for the project through
unprecedented turbulence in global markets … unfortunately,
the parties could not agree on final terms.’

Forward with Plan B, or is it C? D?
Despite this opportunity to re-evaluate, there would no going
back, no reconsidering the project. Premier Gordon Campbell
had already announced, on February 4 (before financial
negotiations failed), that a new ten-lane bridge would be built.
Pictures had appeared in all the newspapers.
So, on February 27, when the P3 negotiations collapsed, the
Province announced that it would enter into a contract with
Kiewit and Flatiron to build the ten-lane bridge and associated
highway widening at the P3’s contract cost, fixed at $2.46 billion.
The Province would borrow the money, expecting to syndicate
half the borrowing to banks, later.
And what of the risk? ‘Cost overruns or construction delays
are the responsibility of the contractor.’ And Transportation
Minister Falcon said he felt ‘comfortable’ with the risk that
expected revenues might not occur.
Anyway, he said, the Province would save $200 million in
interest because it can borrow money cheaper than the P3 could;
the estimated total cost—up to 2013—was now only $3.1 billion.
P3s were not dead, however: ‘…as a Province, we remain
committed to using P3 arrangements where they prove to be in
the best interests of BC taxpayers.’

Not in the Budget
Unfortunately, the now committed government expenditure
missed being included in the 2009 provincial government
budget, which the Premier had said would show a deficit of $495
million. (Throughout the April/May election campaign, he

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-539-9887
alanklyne@telus.net

250-538-8244
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Insured • Licensed

Well Drillers
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

FOR SALE

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED
MAINTAINED

Chris West
Dive Services
250-888-7199
250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

Earthbucks Compost Privy System
Make earth not war with the
environment;
non-electric,
nomechanical parts, self contained,
safe to use, very low to no
maintenance. Proven over 25 yrs
use & development on Hornby
Island, BC, many existing active
units. Produces earth; saves &
protects groundwater. contact 250335-2887 For info, images &
brochure available online. Email:
adencrane@hotmail.com

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from
www.nickelbros.com

1-866-606-2237

REAL ESTATE

Nova Scotia Oceanfront 25 acres
with 375 feet of Oceanfront road and
power access located 2.5 hrs from
Halifax Airport "Great Investment"
$99,000. Phone 902-522-278

MOVED
HOMES

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

outerspacebuildings.com

WAHL MARINE LTD.

• Foreshore Applications

Swimming Pools
Sales, Service, Parts

S TANDING S EAM
M ETAL R OOFING

MARINE

On Time & On Budget

Hot Tubs

the extra room
you wish you had

250-629-3660

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599

Al Klyne

250-537-2990 or
1-800-804-6288

Fax 250-383-2198

FREE!

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

• Concrete forming and
framing
• House kit assembly
• Project management
• Renovations
• Boat access locations
welcome
• Serving Gulf Islands and
Vancouver Island

N

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

Jay E. Electric

L

GSA Auto Rentals

FOR RENT
No Travel Charges
Free Disposal
• 5” Continuous Seamless
Aluminum Gutters
• New Installations or Repairs
• Big Or Small, We Do Them All!

FREE ESTIMATES
NO GST

1-877-339-2263
Cell: 250-885-7409

ISLAND
EXPLORER
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

LTD.

Southern Gulf

House & Cottage Rentals
Pender Island Long Term:
Country living yet close to
amenities.Large rural property. 2
Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms. $900
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE SEEN LOCALLY & THE LENGTH
OF THE STRAIT OF GEORGIA

250-629-3660

250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com
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denied that there would be any change to the budget.)
However, after the election, on April 17, the Premier
announced that the project would be completed by December
2012, ‘a year ahead of schedule’. It’s not clear why this is now
possible, when it apparently wasn’t possible before; there was no
change in the construction contract price.

Tolls
The published toll is to be $3 per car, increasing at 2.5% per year
to cover cost-of-living increases (like ferry fares?). It will now be
collected by the government. This might yield close to $100
million in the first year; any revenue shortfall will be covered by
the taxpayer. This deal means that the original construction
partners in the P3 will still make their profit, without having to
take the risk that the forecast traffic will not occur (which was
one of the risks the P3 was supposed to assume, and be paid for,
in the first place).
And after that? Not to worry. Macquarie, still retained by the
Province for ‘financial advice’, tells their shareholders: ‘over a 12month period, our toll road investments experienced traffic
growth of 7%. Traffic growth combined with toll increases
resulted in revenue increasing by 14.1%.’
Tolling certainly guarantees that the Province will not be
interested in building transportation alternatives, such as light
rail transit, until they are sure that their revenue targets for the
bridge will be met in the long term.

Side Effects
Current indications are that the tolls would be collected
electronically at the bridge. However, the layout of connecting
highways will determine whether the project becomes, as one
critic has described it, ‘a 37 kilometre toll road’. This might drive
motorists off the bridge and on to the road network of
surrounding municipalities. And where does the traffic go at the
ends of the expanded highway sections?
Commuter buses can be run over the new bridge and that will
provide more guaranteed traffic. The bridge will encourage

further urban sprawl up the Fraser Valley, as land development
and speculation there will once again be profitable.
And what of the existing bridge? ‘The existing Port Mann
Bridge will be decommissioned following completion of the
project and an environmental assessment of this activity will be
considered in the future, as necessary.’ The estimated cost of this
has not been announced or budgeted.

Commentary
The overriding characteristic of this sad series of ad hoc
decisions is that the government did not, at any stage, examine
alternatives to doubling the bridge capacity at Port Mann. As the
costs rose, new alternatives became viable and worth
considering, but were not considered.
The government might argue that the deterioration in world
economic conditions was the prime cause of the BC taxpayer
ending up with the bill. It might also be argued that the
government’s hubristic commitment to its ‘unstoppable’ project,
and its failure to adapt to changes in world finance, resulted in a
decision to build a bigger, more costly bridge than needed, and
to throw away an existing one.
This approach to fiscal discipline can be considered along
with the government’s BC Rail giveaway, overruns on the Sea-toSky highway and the convention centre, the botched
‘privatization’ of BC Ferries, and its use of IPPs to develop highcost electrical power.
Perhaps a billion dollars or so doesn’t sound like much in
2009. But it’s poor management—and incompetent
government. 0
OCEAN from page 1
addition, a number of local advanced technology ocean
industries will be on hand to demonstrate their activities.
More information is available on the Ocean Discovery Days
website www.oceandiscoverydays.ca. Pre-registration for the
talks and demonstrations is recommended. Contact Terry
Curran at terry.curran@dfo-mpo.gc.ca, or 250-363-6583. 0
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Photo: henny Schnare, www.henny.ca

Grad group shot. Gulf Islands Secondary School Class of 2000

Westcoast Eating ~ Jill Moran
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An Edible Journey is an invitation to a tour of the senses through
the west coast of BC. Store this book in the pocket of your car
door ready for excursion to vineyards, herb gardens, cheese
producers, coffee houses, restaurants, B&Bs, farmers’ markets,
and food events. Mark it up with pencil notes of ‘been there,
loved that’ and ‘next on the list’.
It is a wonderful collection of stories of the people who
produce what we eat and drink. It’s not quite the 100-mile diet as
it covers Vancouver Island from Saanich to Quadra Island and
Tofino, the west of the west coast.
You will truly know where your food comes from after
reading one of Levinson’s anecdotes. Whether it’s picking
mushrooms near Shawnigan Lake and enjoying the results
concocted into a memorable local meal or individuals who
changed careers, moved to a small community and filled the
niche for a great bakery or an intimate restaurant. It’s the
ultimate ‘DIY’ for eaters.
This is the third edition of An Edible Journey and it now
boasts a Cuisine Canada Gold Medal for Canadian Food Culture.

Above all An Edible Journey is a
travel guide. In the back of the
book there is a directory with
contact info for all the food, farm,
and vineyard locations. On the
road trip, this requires lots of
flipping back and forth for the
navigator. Those who organize
their holidays can contact
producers via email or visit
websites and arrange for a visit.
With lovely illustrations by
Vancouver Island artist Grant
Leier and wonderful photos of the food producers and inviting
places listed in the book, An Edible Journey is an attractive,
informative resource and an inspiration to travel close to home.
It will certainly be a must-have in Island Tides’ glove boxes as
we go up and down Vancouver Island getting those newspapers to
boxes and mailboxes and meeting our readers and customers. 0
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A Better Way to Build
Save time, money and headaches.

Pioneer 1,673 sq. ft.
• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly.
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Russ Anderson

R. Anderson Technical Services
Duncan, BC
Phone: 250 720-6000

Brian Haller
Mayne Island
250-539-2847

View over 100 plans at: www.nelson-homes.com

T

he twentieth century North American kitchen is quite
unlike its colonial predecessors or indeed, those in many
other contemporary cultures. To put it in context, the
traditional kitchen was a place where raw food was brought in,
cleaned, prepared and cooked for eating now or at a later date. The
contemporary North American kitchen has become an appliance
room for storing, opening, and warming food: already cleaned,
prepared, and processed in a factory many kilometres distant.
The traditional kitchen consisted of a large work table, usually
in the centre of the room, a stove or fire, and a collection of tools
hanging close by. Access to water for cleaning was optional. The
contemporary kitchen has very small plastic-covered counters
not suited for cutting, machines for every possible need except
processing raw food, and lots of storage for more appliances,
canned and packaged goods, and storage for those best kept cold.
The traditional kitchen in essence was a workspace with
additional storage pantries, a yard, pump, and dining facilities
close by. The contemporary kitchen is fully self-contained
including a stool or two and a row of coffee mugs for eating and
drinking on the go. Traditional kitchens evolved over hundreds
of years by the people who used them; the contemporary kitchen
was designed by professionals to facilitate the use of appliances
and processed foods. Which one do you need?
As a former chef, the design of my kitchen ranked high in the
order of priorities when we designed our current house. There is

Accommodation & Attractions
Vancouver Island & Around the Georgia Strait (plus the Pacific!)



   

Fully equipped 1&2 Bedroom COTTAGES
CAMPGROUND with showers & laundry
BOOK & MARINE CHART STORE
MARINA, transient moorage & fuel dock VHF66A
3350 Coast Rd, Gabriola 250.247.8931 www.PAGESRESORT.com

JUMP START YOUR SUMMER!

Central Vancouver Island

‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’
B&B Motel • Rooms
Vacation Suites

MAUI
Vacation Condos

HERITAGE LADYSMITH

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-888-310-2299
250-618-5830

www.mauisuncoast.com

FREE PICK-UP
20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

www.ladysmithholidayhouse.com
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a medium-sized maple work counter, a large stove, a sink and
three smaller counters for jobs such as pastry-making and salad
preparation. There are no appliances on the counters. The coffee
pot, blender, toaster, and kettle are kept on a separate shelf
dedicated for them. All the pots, pans, bowls, trays, and hand
tools are kept on open shelves or hang within reach. All the dried
herbs, spices, oils, vinegars, etc, are kept in a pantry close by,
while the fridge and cool storage are located behind another
closed door in the cool pantry. That way all the food is kept
together and the fridge is not standing in the hottest room of the
house. Not everyone’s ideal set up perhaps, but it works for the
two of us, the sometime guests, and the occasional gathering.
Those two small pantries is a really workable feature where
everything has a place, no searching through cupboards, and
when I’m preparing dinner, the pantry door stays open so I can
reach in and select any spice or oil at will. Likewise the cool room:
the fridge stands on the cold concrete with a direct air vent onto
the compressor tubes, while the vegetables and jars of preserves
are stored in bins or shelves according to size. When the power
goes out, it is of little consequence, we light a few candles, the
fridge and vegetables stay cool, and the stove operates on
propane. A few jugs of water stored on the back shelf suffice for
washing and making coffee.
Not all houses lend themselves to radically changing the
pattern of this most important room, but many will. The addition
of that a small cold-room directly outside greatly improves
storage capacity, frees up valuable space inside, and is much
better suited to those days when the power fails. Energy costs are
lower as the fridge compressor is used less and the need for a
gasoline generator in a power-out is redundant.
All the other houses we’ve lived in were pretty much
conventional, this one has a better space to work in and the
efficiency is far superior. Appliances and technology can be
useful, but my kitchen at least will serve a cook’s needs first. 0

